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Abstract

Generic, radical technology is of interest because of its potential for value creation across a broad range of industries and
applications. Advanced materials ventures are attracted by this opportunity yet face distinctive challenges in commercializing such
technology. We explore an anomaly in common assumptions about the commercialization of generic technology. We build on
Freeman’s concept of technological innovation as a technological and market matching process, on existing literature and on prior
experience to build, inductively, a model of the variables influencing value creation by advanced materials ventures. We then test
the model on the basis of detailed observation and analysis of two case studies, which have successfully created value through
commercialization of advanced materials technology. Extending this theory, we offer managerial and policy recommendations to
support value creation by advanced materials ventures.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Generic, radical technology is of interest because of
its potential for value creation across a broad range of
industries and applications. By ‘generic technology’ we
refer to “a technology the exploitation of which will yield
benefits for a wide range of sectors of the economy and/or
society” (Keenan, 2003). We define “radical technology”
as having “the potential for delivering dramatically better
product performance or lower production costs, or both”
(Utterback, 1994, p. 158). Thus defined, the commercial-
ization of generic, radical technology is highly desirable
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both to national governments and to firms seeking profit.
Nevertheless, generic, radical technology may face very
high barriers to commercialization despite its potential
for value creation.

Information technology is a well studied example of
a generic technology that has created new value for a
broad range of industries throughout the economy. Rad-
ical developments in advanced materials technology are
now viewed as an enabler for further innovations with
the potential for major economic impact across a broad
range of industries and applications (Massachusetts
Technology Collaborative, 2004; Oliver, 1999; OECD,
1998). Advanced materials are attracting both govern-
ment interest and new entrants. Existing literature inves-
tigates the benefits of generic technologies, and predicts
that new ventures will enjoy substantial advantages
when they commercialize generic technologies (Shane,
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2004). However, the upstream position in the value
chain accessible to most entrants, along with the costs,
time and uncertainty associated with commercializing
radical advanced materials technology have implica-
tions that have not been widely recognized in policy
discussions. This paper sets out to explain the challenges
to commercialization faced by advanced materials ven-
tures and the ways in which these challenges can be
addressed.

We build on Freeman’s (1982) concept of techno-
logical innovation as a technology and market match-
ing process, existing literature, and prior experience to
inductively develop a model of the variables influenc-
ing value creation by advanced materials ventures. We
show how the generic and radical nature of the technolo-
gies of advanced materials ventures, combined with their
upstream position in one or several industry value chains
and the need for industry specific and application spe-
cific complementary innovations, lead to high sustained
levels of technology and market uncertainty impacting
their ability to create value.

Radical advanced materials technologies are here
defined as product and process improvements that sig-
nificantly enhance the cost-performance frontier of func-
tional materials. This type of technology has the potential
to lead to radical innovations downstream in several
industry value chains (Klevorick et al., 1995). Examples
of radical advanced materials innovations include the
use of nanomaterials to alter the mechanical, electrical,
and/or thermal properties of components of products in
a broad range of industries, organic light emitting poly-
mers used to create diodes for flat panel displays and
other consumer electronic applications, and Kevlar fibre
used as a light-weight reinforcement in aerospace, sports
equipment, automotive, military, and marine applica-
tions.

The structure of this paper is as follows. We first
review the technology innovation literature. We inter-
pret this literature in the light of other research relevant
to advanced materials innovation, with the prior expe-
rience of one of the authors, and with discussions with
the senior managers of advanced materials ventures,1

to develop a model of the variables influencing value
creation by advanced materials ventures. We provide pre-
liminary testing of the model through observation and
analysis of two in-depth case studies. After building and
testing this exploratory theory, we outline future research

1 The authors interviewed the founders and/or senior managers of
all identifiable advanced materials ventures in the Boston, USA, and
Cambridge, UK regions from 2000 to 2003.

and provide managerial and policy recommendations to
assist advanced materials ventures in creating and cap-
turing value.

1.1. Literature review

There is an extensive management literature on tech-
nological innovation, but no known studies that explicitly
address the issue with which we are concerned: the com-
mercialization of generic technology that is radical in
nature and initiated from an upstream position in several
industry value chains. In this section, we review rele-
vant management literature on technological innovation,
distinguishing between generic technology, radical tech-
nology, revolutionary innovation, disruptive innovation,
product versus process innovation, and upstream versus
downstream innovation, as shown in Table 1.

A generic technology2 has a wide breadth of appli-
cations across industry sectors (Keenan, 2003; Martin,
1993; Hagedoorn and Schakenraad, 1991). Examples of
generic technologies include steam power, telecommu-
nications and Information Technology (Rosenberg and
Trajtenberg, 2004; Bresnahan and Trajtenberg, 1995).
Shane (2004) proposes five benefits to new ventures
who exploit such technologies: first, they allow the flex-
ibility to pursue alternative market applications should
the first attempt prove unviable; second, they allow ven-
tures to diversify risks and amortize R&D costs across
separate applications; third, the markets with poten-
tial are at various stages of maturity, and thus provide
short-term, medium-term and long-term revenue oppor-
tunities; fourth, target market applications in different
sectors can be compared; fifth, the breadth and scope
of opportunity attracts investment. Shane argues fur-
ther that new ventures benefit from the very features of
generic technologies, which hinder commercialization
efforts by established firms (Shane, 2004, pp. 123–124).
In Section 2, we show how, for advanced materials ven-
tures, these benefits are counterbalanced by difficulties
created by the generic, radical and upstream nature of
advanced materials technology.

Where the term generic technology signifies breadth,
radical technology signifies depth. That is to say, a rad-
ical technology has significant value potential in an
individual application. Foster (1986) depicted a radi-
cal innovation as achieving a higher performance level
than the incumbent technology along S-curves of per-
formance attributes over time. Thus, equivalent efforts

2 A closely related term, general purpose technology, also refers to
technology that impacts a broad range of industries.
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